Basic sign in lung echography. Liquid and air bronchogram: Differentiation☆
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Figure 1 Lung ultrasound showing hypoechogenic pleural effusion (PE), liver (L), and pulmonary parenchyma (PP) with the fluid bronchogram sign (arrows) where the bronchi show lack of air inside.

Figure 2 Lung ultrasound showing hypoechogenic pleural effusion (PE), liver (L), and pulmonary parenchyma (PP) with the air bronchogram sign (arrows) where the air-filled bronchi look like dark lines inside one lung consolidation.

We hereby present two cases of lung ultrasound in two patients admitted to the ICU with respiratory failure due to ARDS who remained on mechanical ventilation for more than seven days. Fig. 1 shows the "fluid bronchogram" sign (arrows) consisting of ramified linear images that correspond to distended bronchi filled with fluid and lack of air over hypoechogenic pulmonary parenchyma and simulate blood vessels but distinguish from them by having a wall (hyperechogenic) and lack of Doppler signal. It suggests pulmonary atelectasis due to central airway obstruction (CAO). Fig. 2 shows pulmonary parenchyma with hyperechogenic dots representative of air inside the bronchus. It is the "air bronchogram" sign. In the appropriate clinical context, it is indicative of infectious lung condensation (mobile bronchogram) or compression atelectasis (static bronchogram).
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